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Birkenhau

This guide details all the visits and attractions that we currently offer in 

Kraków. All the options featured have been researched by our education 

and travel experts to help ensure your trip meets your learning objectives 

and outcomes.

Kraków 
Personalise your trip

How to Personalise your trip
1. Please take time to review this guide. Each option details what you can experience 

during your trip and useful information. All of the options are suitable for  
Cross-Curricular groups, but the majority can also support students specifically 
studying History and/or Religious Studies.

2. Having decided what you would like to incorporate into your itinerary, contact your Tours 
Specialist for the latest price list and they will help you create your personalised trip.

3. Once we have received your booking form and deposit payment we will then start work 
on booking all of your chosen visits and attractions, and confirm them back to you.

Your Study Experiences Team
Your Study Experiences Team will be available throughout your booking, helping you 
create the ideal trip for your educational needs and supporting you during the build up to 
the trip itself. 

Call us on 020 8335 4455 or  

email team@studyexperiences.co.uk
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Kraków
Formerly the capital of Poland, Kraków contains a beautiful castle and one of 
the oldest universities in Europe. It also had an established Jewish community, 
some four centuries old, until the Nazis arrived in 1939. Kraków and Auschwitz 
have since become enduring and deeply moving testaments to the brutality 
and inhumanity of war.

The city of Kraków lies on the banks of the Vistula River. Its Old Town, along 
with Wawel Castle and the city’s Kazimierz district were placed on the First 
World Heritage List, created by UNESCO in 1978. The centrepiece of the Old 
Town, or Stare Miasto, is Kraków’s main market square, or Rynek Glowny, and 
its centre is dominated by the Cloth Hall, or Sukiennice, home to the Gallery of 
the National Museum, the new Underground Museum and numerous arts and 
crafts market stalls. At 40,000 square metres in size, the square is the largest 
plaza of medieval Europe and one of the world’s finest. The square is lined by 
grand old houses and is also home to Kraków’s oldest church, St Adalbert and 
the 15th Century town hall tower, as well as the towering twin spires of the 
gothic St Mary’s Basilica. Directly to the south of Kraków’s Old Town is Wawel 
Hill, where the Royal Castle and Kraków Cathedral are to be found.

Guided Tours
Walking Tour of Kraków 
Allow: 3-4 Hours

An ideal introduction to Poland’s ancient capital, this guided tour includes a visit 
to Royal Wawel Castle, proudly perched on a rock above the Vistula River with its 
remarkable Flemish tapestries and cathedral which served as a pantheon. Continuing 
on to the lower part of the city you’ll arrive in the market square with its elegant 
buildings and the famous Cloth Hall. 

Walking through the paved streets past Renaissance style buildings and the university 
leads to the Jewish quarter, Kazimierz, admirably well-preserved. It was here that 
several scenes from the film “Schindler’s List” were filmed and time spent here 
includes a stop outside the Remuh synagogue.

Schindler’s Trail 
Allow: 3-4 Hours

During this tour you’ll explore the district of Kazimierz, Kraków’s arty neighbourhood 
characterised by lovely small streets and trendy cafés. Before World War II, Jewish 
culture flourished in this neighbourhood for centuries. This is however an area comprised 
of buildings that witnessed Kraków’s Holocaust. Visits include Wolnica Square, the 
former Jewish district with its synagogues, and the old meat market. Steven Spielberg 
filmed scenes from his Oscar award winning-movie “Schindler’s List” here.

Continuing on to the district of Podgórze you’ll see remnants of the Nazi-era Jewish 
Ghetto that survived, the location of Pankiewicz’s pharmacy and the tour finishes at 
Oscar Schindler’s factory/museum. 

Kraków’s historic centre
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Auschwitz

The Holocaust
Auschwitz-Birkenau Concentration Camps
Approximately 1½ hours away from the centre of Kraków, Auschwitz was the location 
of the three largest German Nazi concentration camps and extermination centres. 
Over 1.1 million men, women and children lost their lives here between 1941 and 
1945. The authentic memorial consists of the former camps and the post-camp relics 
are protected by the State Museum which was created in 1947. 

Auschwitz I is where the Nazis opened the first Auschwitz camps for men and women. 
Here they carried out the first experiments using Zyklon B to put people to death, 
murdered the first mass transports of Jews, conducted the first criminal experiments 
on prisoners and also where they carried out most of the executions by shooting. The 
central jail for prisoners from all over the camp complex was also located here in Block 
No.11 along with the camp commandant’s office and most of the SS offices. From 
here, the camp administration directed the further expansion of the camp complex.

Birkenau is where the Nazis erected most of the machinery of mass extermination 
in which they murdered approximately 1 million European Jews. At the same time, 
Birkenau was the largest concentration camp (with nearly 300 primitive barracks, 
most of them wooden). Over a 100,000 prisoners were here in 1944: Jews, Poles, 
Roma, and others. The nearly 200 hectares of grounds include the ruins of the gas 
chambers, crematoria and places filled with human ashes. There are primitive prisoner 
barracks and kilometres of fences and roads.    

Your guided tour is conducted by an Auschwitz Memorial Guide which ensures 
efficient movement around the entire museum grounds and full information about 
the museum, the buildings and their history, and the exhibitions. The tour lasts 
approximately 3 hours with a maximum of 30 in each group.
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Oskar Schindler’s Factory/Museum
This museum located on the right-bank of Vistula River focuses on life in Kraków 
pre and post invasion and is located in the former administrative building of Oskar 
Schindler’s Enamel Factory at 4 Lipowa Street. The permanent exhibition ‘Kraków 
under Nazi Occupation 1939–1945’ is primarily a story about Kraków and its 
inhabitants, both Polish and Jewish, during World War II. It is also a story about Nazi 
Germans – the occupiers who arrived here on 6 September 1939, brutally disrupting 
Kraków’s centuries-long history of Polish-Jewish relations.

The character of Oskar Schindler and the life stories of the Kraków Jews he saved are 
presented in the exhibition as part of the city’s complex wartime history. The state-of-
the-art museum has 45 exhibition rooms have been used to present Kraków’s history 
in an almost tangible way, enabling visitors to get a personal experience of the past, 
and to feel the dramatic emotions shared by the city’s wartime residents. Extensive 
multimedia solutions (including 30 interactive multimedia kiosks with touchscreens, 
70 soundtracks, and 15 video projectors) create an attractive, contemporary, and 
visitor-oriented museum environment.

Nazi-era Jewish Ghetto
On March 21, 1941, the entire Jewish population of 68,000 men, women and children, 
residing in Kazimierz (Jewish District), were marched across the Silesian Uprisings 
Bridge and crammed into what was to become known as the Podgórze Ghetto. 
Liquidated on March 14, 1943, the majority of the Ghetto’s residents were murdered 
there, while others met death in the nearby Liban quarry and Płaszów concentration 
camp, or in the gas chambers of Auschwitz-Birkenau and Bełżec.

Traces of the Nazi-era Jewish Ghetto still exist; in the south of the square at Lwowska 
Street there is a fragment of the ghetto wall with a commemorative plaque. Ghetto 
Heroes Square, the scene of mass deportations, is dotted with large metal chairs – one 
for every thousand Kraków Jews. The chairs represent possessions discarded by the 
deportees and remind today’s passers-by of the displacement of Jews. 

Kazimierz (Jewish District)
Located south of the Old Town, Kazimierz was the centre of Jewish life in Kraków for 
over 500 years, before it was systematically destroyed during World War II. In the 
communist era it fell into disrepair and gained a reputation for being one of the city’s 
most hazardous districts. However following the fall of the regime in the 1990’s and 
worldwide exposure through Steven Spielberg’s film “Schindlers List”, it has continued 
to develop into a fashionable, bustling district where historical sites, numerous 
synagogues and Jewish cemeteries reflecting traces of Kazimierz’s Jewish history sit 
alongside trendy cafés and art galleries, popular among tourists and locals alike.

Heroes Square former Nazi-era Jewish Ghetto
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Galicia Jewish Museum
Allow: 2½ Hours

Located in the heart of Kazimierz, the Galicia Jewish Museum is one of Poland’s most 
visited Jewish museums and cultural centres. It was established to commemorate 
the victims of the Holocaust and to celebrate the Jewish culture of Polish Galicia, 
presenting Jewish history from a new perspective.

The permanent exhibition: 
The Traces of Memory: A Contemporary Look at the Jewish Past in Poland - this core 
photographic exhibition pieces together a picture of the relics of Jewish life and culture 
in Polish Galicia that can still be seen today, interpreting these traces in a manner 
which is informative, accessible, and thought-provoking. The exhibition is divided 
into five sections, corresponding to the different ways in which the subject can be 
approached; Jewish Life in Ruins, Jewish Culture as it Once Was, Sites of Massacre and 
Destruction, How the Past is Being Remembered, People Making Memory Today.

There are several options for a visit to the museum: 
Guided Museum Tour - led by qualified, experienced educators, this tour lasting 45 
minutes-1 hour includes an overview of the work of the Galicia Jewish Museum, the 
permanent exhibition, and the current temporary exhibitions. Question and Answer 
sessions are also available. 
Duration: 45-60 minutes

Interactive Guided Museum Tour – an alternative way to present the content of our 
exhibition, we ask participants to take part in tracking down traces of the Jewish past. 
Like researchers, they will reveal hidden photos, maps, and texts that complement the 
main narration of the exhibition.
Duration: 75 minutes

Meetings with Holocaust and concentration camp survivors or Righteous Among 
the Nations award recipients – meeting with survivors is, for many visitors, the 
highpoint of their entire Polish experience. Stories told by elderly people who have 
been through so much make an impact on young people and alter their outlook. 
Meetings in the Galicia Jewish Museum are organised with the intent to provide a 
friendly atmosphere for survivors, one that makes them comfortable to tell their 
stories and answer all kinds of questions from the audience afterwards. Meetings 
are translated by employees of the museum who are experienced in working with 
survivors and have a background on the subject.
Duration: 90 minutes

Educational workshops on Jewish culture and tradition or Holocaust-related topics 
- all workshops are in English and are led by qualified, experienced educators from the
Museum’s Education Department. Details of topics available are on request.
Duration: 90 minutes
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Rakowicki Commonwealth War Grave Cemetery
Located in a northern suburb of Kraków, this cemetery is home to 500 graves of allied 
serviceman from WWII, the majority of which were prisoners of war from across 
Europe. As a result of an American bombing raid on Auschwitz on 20th August 1944 
there are 30 graves commemorating British serviceman who were held in Auschwitz. 

Plaszow Camp and Memorial
Located in the city’s right-bank, the Plaszow camp, established in 1942 under the 
authority of the SS and police leaders in Kraków, was initially a forced-labour camp for 
Jews. The original site of the camp included two Jewish cemeteries. From time to time 
the SS enlarged the camp. It reached its maximum size in 1944, the same year that 
it became a concentration camp. Most prisoners here lasted no longer than 4 weeks. 
The monument at the former camp was erected in 1964 and commemorates all the 
victims who died there, Polish Catholics and Jews.

Plaszow Memorial
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Synagogues of Kraków
Kraków was an influential centre of Jewish spiritual life before the outbreak of World 
War II, with all its manifestations of religious observance from Orthodox, to Chasidic 
and Reform flourishing side by side.

The synagogues of Kraków are an outstanding collection of monuments of Jewish 
sacred architecture unmatched anywhere in Poland. The main synagogues of the 
Jewish District of Kazimierz constitute the largest such complex in Europe next to 
Prague. Here are brief details of a selection of them.

Remuh Synagogue & Cemetery - dating back to 1553, this small synagogue on the 
west side of Szeroka is currently one of two of the only functioning synagogues in the 
city. It can be visited for a fee, payable locally, but continuing restoration can limit 
what you can see. The adjacent cemetery devastated under the Nazi rule, but since 
restored, holds the gravesites of many notable Polish Jews.

Tempel Synagogue - famous for its rich interior, lavishly decorated with ornate, 
gilded ‘Moorish’ woodwork this synagogue located on Miodowa Street was founded 
by Kraków’s Jewish progressives, and has been traditionally the venue for religious 
services attended by the reformed Jews.

Old Synagogue – standing at the corner of Szeroka Street is the oldest preserved 
synagogue in Poland which now serves as a museum devoted to the history and culture 
of the Kraków Jewry.     

High Synagogue – this 16th century Wysoka or High Synagogue stands at Józefa 
Street. Built in Romanesque style, its prayer room is open to visitors and on its first 
floor it presents a photography exhibition recounting the fates of Cracovian Jewish 
families. The ground floor has a bookstore and gift shop.

Isaac’s Synagogue – this imposing synagogue built in the second half of the 17th 
century stands on the corner of Kupa and Izaaka Streets. A shop inside sells kosher 
food, sweets, Jewish calendars and other items.  

Old Synagogue in Kraków
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Other Visits & Attractions
Main Market Square (Rynek Glowny)
Kraków’s central main square is 40,000 square metres in size, the largest plaza of 
medieval Europe and one of the worlds finest. With its spectacular landmarks it has 
remained the hub of the city since the 13th century. Located in the centre of the 
square is the 15th century Sukiennice (Cloth Hall) with vaulted, ground floor passages 
now filled with souvenir stalls, and along the sides of the building are pavement cafés 
popular with Kraków residents and visitors alike who come here to meet each other, to 
do business, to shop, and to enjoy themselves. The square is lined by grand old houses, 
and also home to Kraków’s oldest church St Adalbert, and the 15th century town hall 
tower. The towering twin spires of the Gothic Mariacki church (St. Mary’s Church) 
located in one corner, dominate the square. 

Cloth Hall (Sukiennice) 
The middle of the main market square Is occupied by a long Renaissance building 
called the Cloth Hall or Sukiennice. Its origins date back to the 13th century when 
there were only two rows of primitive wooden stalls where cloth was sold. During the 
reign of Kazimierz Wielki, it was replaced by a new Gothic building. This building lasted 
two years until it was destroyed by fire in the 16th century. The Cloth Hall was rebuilt 
as a splendid Renaissance edifice with an ornate roof adorned with grotesque masks 
by Santi Gucci.  

Since the 1880s the upper floor has been home to the Kraków National Museum and 
has exhibited its impressive collection of the 19th century Polish art, including Jan 
Matejko’s famous movie-like giant paintings. On the ground floor the shops in the 
arcades mostly sell assorted souvenirs and gifts. The city’s Christmas market takes 
place in the front of the Cloth Hall every December.

St Mary’s Church
Situated in the north east corner of Kraków’s central main square, St Mary’s Church 
(Church of Our Lady of the Assumption) is considered to be the most famous of all 
Poland’s churches. Following the Tartar raids in the 13th century the original church 
was left in ruins but was then rebuilt in Gothic style on the existing foundations and 
consecrated in 1320. In 1365 a chancel was added followed by large and impressive 
stained-glass windows, three of which are still in place. By the end of the 14th century 
the body of the church got its current form of a basilica. 

The exterior of St Mary’s Church has two towers. In the early 15th century the towers 
took the iconic form they have today, when the northern “Excubiarum” tower was 
raised to 80m high and made into a watchtower for the city. The church bells are 
located in the lower tower at a height of 69 metres. This is the only tower in the world 
from which a trumpeter has played the Heynal (bugle call) to the four quarters of the 
globe every hour throughout the whole day for over 600 years.

Cloth Hall (Sukiennice)
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Rynek Underground Museum
This museum is located in the east corner of the Cloth Hall. Opened in 2010 the 
museum was built on the site of an archaeological excavation that took place over five 
years. Situated four metres below the main market square, visitors can explore the 
excavated medieval merchant stalls that predate today’s Cloth Hall and are taken on 
an interactive journey through the city’s entire history from its first settlers right up to 
the death of Pope John Paul II via high-tech multimedia exhibits. 

The Barbican & St Florian’s Gate
The Gothic-style barbican, built around 1498, is one of only three such fortified 
outposts still surviving in Europe, and the best preserved. It is a moated cylindrical 
brick structure with an inner courtyard 24.4 meters in diameter, and seven turrets. Its 
3-meter-thick walls hold 130 embrasures. The barbican was originally linked to the
city walls by a covered passageway that led through St. Florian’s Gate and served as a
checkpoint for all who entered the city.

Situated on the Florianska and forming part of the Royal Route, St Florian’s Gate was 
the main entrance in which King ś would return to Kraków following victorious battles, 
hence its alternative name, “The Gate of Glory.” Named after the nearby church of St 
Florian, the gate stands 34.5 metres high (113 feet) and was the main gate of seven 
that had been built into the defensive walls of the city around 1300.

Planty Park 
Kraków’s medieval city walls were largely demolished after 1807 apart from the main 
gate, its adjoining towers and the Barbican. A municipal park called Planty, derived 
from the word “plantowanie”, which means levelling of the ground, replaced the walls 
in the 1820s. Encircling the Old Town (Stare Miasto) it is 4km long, and extending over 
52 acres is the largest urban park in Europe. 

It takes 1-2 hours to walk around the Planty ring which consist of gardens in varied 
styles. Inlaid stones mark the sites of historic defensive walls, bastions and gates.

The Barbican
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Royal Wawel Castle & Cathedral
The Royal Castle on Wawel Hill has been home to three dynasties of Poland’s 
monarchs, at the political and cultural heart of Poland through the 16th century, and 
is an important symbol of Poland. It sits above the city at a bend in the Vistula River, 
flanked by grassy banks and wide boulevards, with the cobbled paths of the medieval 
city at its feet. Forming part of the Wawel complex the Cathedral built in the early 
11th century whose towers dominate the castle hill, was the coronation site and burial 
place of almost all of Poland’s monarchs and rulers. Controversially, Poland’s late 
president, Lech Kaczynski, who died in a plane crash in 2010, was laid to rest here in 
what had traditionally been a royal burial site. 

A walk up to the complex is recommended, if only to take in the impressive 
architecture of the buildings and the views across the city and river. 

The interiors of the Renaissance palace that you visit today consist of five exhibitions 
presenting the museum collections of the Wawel Royal Castle: State Rooms, Royal 
Private Apartments, Oriental Art, Crown Treasury & Armoury and The Lost Wawel. 

Due to the size of the complex a visit to just the main exhibition of the castle’s 
interiors which includes the State rooms is recommended. The castle’s interior 
includes several rooms on the ground floor and guest apartments on the second floor. 
The three rooms on the ground floor, which served as the suite of the Governors of 
Cracow, have retained their Renaissance wooden ceilings. The second floor of the 
eastern and northern wings houses guest apartments. Their original ceilings were 
damaged by fire in 1702 and again during the Austrian occupation in the early 19th 
century. Large fragments of original wall friezes are preserved in the three rooms 
located to the south of the Envoys’ Stairs (missing fragments were reconstructed 
before the Second World War). The Envoys’ Room boasts an astonishing ceiling with 
woodcarvings of 30 human heads. Tapestries commissioned by Sigismund Augustus 
are the most valuable treasure of the Renaissance rooms, and the only art object 
preserved from the original interior decoration.  

Aquapark Kraków
Located in the north part of Kraków this aquapark offers a wide range of attractions. 
Boasting Poland’s largest indoor swimming pool hall it includes over 2000m2 of pools, 
a network of water slides and plenty of water attractions.

The swimming pool area offers four exterior slides; the ‘Kongo’ for riding on 
inflatables, the extremely fast ‘Nitro’, the ‘Twister’ and the ‘Speed Fire’, plus your 
group can also enjoy the ‘Rapid River’ and the ‘Rainbow Path’. 

Active recreation is also provided with a dedicated space for aquatic sports: basketball, 
volleyball, water polo and swimming lanes. A half or full day visit with coach hire for 
travel to and from the aquapark can be arranged.
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Further Afield
Wieliczka Salt Mine
Allow: 3-4 Hours 

Located approximately 10km from the city centre, the Wieliczka Salt Mine is 
impressive in its size and complexity, visited by more than a million people each year. 
This unique mining site was placed by the UNESCO on its first World Cultural and 
Natural Heritage List In 1978 and is the oldest salt mine in the world still in operation. 

Its many corridors and chambers are spread out over nine levels, reaching a depth 
of 327m (nearly 1000 feet) and stretching along 300kms of underground tunnels. 
This subterranean labyrinth includes galleries of art, with statues sculpted directly 
into the rock salt, some telling the history of this enormous and constantly evolving 
industrial undertaking. The tradition of miners carving statues into the rock salt of 
the tunnel walls dates back to the earliest days of the mine. There are long corridors, 
vast chambers, wells, labyrinths, chapels and even a large underground lake. Of the 
20 chambers to visit the highlight is the magnificent Chapel of the Blessed St Kinga. 
Over 100m underground, and over 50m long, 15m wide and 12m high it is the largest 
underground chapel in the world. Its altar, artwork and chandeliers are carved entirely 
out of the walls of rock salt.

A guided tour which follows the popular ‘Tourist Route’ begins at the shallowest 
level, 64 metres below the surface, and takes visitors through about twenty different 
chambers, covering the founding of the mine, its history, galleries of rock sculptures, 
the stunning chapel, the eerie underground lake and a music display to illustrate the 
incredible acoustics of the mine’s chambers. It ends 135 metres underground, at the 
world’s largest mining museum, illustrating the history and development of mining 
practices and displaying a collection of tools and equipment through the course of 
the Wieliczka Salt Mine’s existence. The last stop on the tour is at the mine’s souvenir 
shop and snack bar.

There are 800 steps to climb of which 350 at the beginning take you down into the 
mine. At the end of the tour an elevator takes you back up to the surface. It takes 
approximately 3 hours to complete the route through the mine, over a distance of 
approximately 3km, and all visits are under the supervision of the guide provided by 
the mine. 

Chapel in the Wieliczka Salt Mine
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Xxxxxx

Evening Activities
Folklore Evening
An opportunity for your students to enjoy a traditional three-course Polish meal 
accompanied by music and folk dancing.

Bowling and IMAX Theatre
The Galeria Plaza in Kraków has an IMAX Cinema and indoor bowling facility. Coach 
hire for travel to and from the venue is recommended.

Laser Tag
There are two venues in Kraków that offer laser tag. Coach hire for travel to and from 
either venue is recommended.

Where to Eat
Eating out in Kraków is an experience in itself and traditional eateries compete 
with the modern fast-food style outlets that can be found in any European city. 

Study Experiences works with selected restaurants in Kraków enabling us to 
arrange meals to suit your budget and tour itinerary. The choice of restaurants 
includes but is not limited to those listed below. Packed lunches can also be 
provided. 

All meals arranged by us must be pre-booked in advance of your trip.  
Please also note that the choice in each course has to be the same for the 
whole group.

Alternatively it may be possible to have a meal at your accommodation at 
a supplement.

Restaurant Sukiennice
Traditional Polish restaurant with a family atmosphere. Located in the Cloth Hall on 
the main square (Rynek Glowny). 

Restaurant Hawelka
A long-established restaurant serving classical takes on Austrian and Polish cuisine. 
Located on the main square (Rynek Glowny). 

Restaurant Ariel
A traditional restaurant serving Jewish food. Located along Szeroka Street in Kazimierz 
(Jewish District). 

Sioux Restaurant
Wild West themed restaurant offering Mexican and American cuisine served from the 
grill. Located on the main square (Rynek Glowny).

Hard Rock Café
Rock ’n’ roll memorabilia combines with a high-energy vibe - burgers and American 
classics are on the menu. Located on the main square (Rynek Glowny).

Packed Lunch
Sandwich, piece of fruit, chocolate bar, juice and a bottle of water.
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Getting Around
On Foot 
Depending on the location of your accommodation you may be able to visit key sites 
on foot, however, most of the visits, museums and attractions can be visited by public 
transport which is inexpensive with a short walk then on foot.  

Public Transport
While Kraków has no underground metro system it does have an integrated bus and 
tram system which runs from 05:00-23:00, with night trams and buses continuing less 
frequently after that. Tickets are the same for trams and buses.  

Private Coach Hire 
If you prefer your group not to use public transport during their stay and want to visit 
several attractions across the city of Kraków or further afield, then private coach hire 
can be arranged.

Tram in Kraków
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Notes
To help plan your trip please use this section to jot down all the choices you are 
interested in discussing with us.
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Sport Experiences offers 
the very best playing and 
spectator tours to teams 
of all ages; from exclusive 
sports festivals to major 
sporting events such as 
the Wimbledon Tennis 
Championships.

The Royal British Legion tours 
educate young people about 
the realities of conflict, those 
affected by wars and the 
importance of peace. Led by 
dedicated military historians 
these European and UK tours 
bring the past to life.

Our Safety Management System
The safety and wellbeing of you and your students is our absolute 
priority. We operate a detailed Safety Management System, with all 
suppliers chosen for the quality of their services and compliance with 
our safety management standards. 

The Learning Outside the Classroom Quality 
Badge is the nationally recognised indicator 
of good quality educational provision and 
represents a national accreditation for  
learning and safety.

The School Travel Forum is a group of leading 
school tour operators who promote good 
practice and safety in school travel. As an 
Assured Member we adhere to the rigorous 
Code of Practice and the externally verified 
Safety Management Standards.

24-hour office support is provided
throughout your time away with us.

Your Financial Peace of Mind
Study Experiences is a trading brand of WST Travel Ltd. In line with
the EC Directive on package travel, all customers enjoy complete 
financial protection through our ABTA bond, so all payments are safe.
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Keep in touch:

We offer tours for a wide 
range of subjects  
and levels of study, including 
AS/A Level, GCSE, Key Stage 
3 and Key Stage 2. 

Call: 020 8335 4455
Visit: www.studyexperiences.co.uk
Study Experiences, Crosspoint House, 28 Stafford Road, Wallington, Surrey SM6 9AA


